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G.:  Glad to have you back!!!  Welcome back everyone! 

D.R.:  Back to school for all of us! 

K.Gow: Welcome back Gina hope you had a great summer! 

E.L.: Hope all are well, and in at least as good shape as when we adjourned for the balance 
of the summer! 

G.:  All is good on this end!! How the same for everyone!! 

S.S.:  Hello from Ottawa! 

G.:  It's the most wonderful time of the year!!! 

Y.D.:  Have you had Boards that do not want to have a virtual meeting? 

S.C.: I had submitted a question in advance concerning major renovations and the safety 
measures to take, when to allow them etc. Are you going to be able to deal with it this 
evening? 

G.: yddoow, my board hasn't embraced it... for the community but they had the first few 
monthly meetings when this started but they use the party room so they could space out.  

D. Plotkin: Lash Condo socks are the best. Worth the price of admission 

D. Lash: David gets two pairs! 

G.:  If I register twice can I get 2 pairs of socks?! 

D. Lash: visit our booth twice and it’s a deal! 

G.:  excellent!!! 
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D. Plotkin: Yes, a party room is an enclosed public space for the mask bylaw purposes 

N.B.:  Virtual booths?  Or do we have to attend in socially-distanced-and-masked person? 

Y.D.:  Thanks from Collingwood.  

D. Plotkin: Halls and corridors - yes. Must mask 

N.B.:  How can the security ask an owner who isn't wearing a mask to "leave”? 

N.B.:  Garages 

N.B.: Rod, you're probably right about when you have to wear the mask, but if you can take it 
off as soon as you start exerting yourself, isn't that pretty silly?  That's when your droplet 
output should be at its highest. 

D. Plotkin: Mask bylaws don’t differentiate between exclusive use common elements, restricted 
common elements, etc. It's truly about being a "public space" 

D. Plotkin: If you're in contact with others, a mask is expected 

D. Plotkin: A few questions about holding AGMs...stay tuned! 

L.T.: I heard of a resident saying she didn't have to wear her mask as it was her constitutional 
right not to. 

D. Plotkin: ^ She is wrong. 

L.T.:  she refused to wear it. 

L.T.:  I agree. 

L.T.:  that she is wrong. 

B.:  I don't think that right is guaranteed under the BNA act 

G.:  I was taught my rights end where someone else's begins. 

L.P.: if someone refuses to wear a mask and says they are exempt there is no way we can 
force them to wear one 

N.B.:  We're having to go to November 20th latest but there's no availability for virtual meetings. 

G.: what if that is what the board wants...less people so they can use paper proxies or limit 
who comes to say just friends. Our board did that if info meetings in the party room. 

N.B.:  Or just ignore the deadline.  Who's going to complain? 

M.:  The service provider should have the ability to phone in to attend the meeting 
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B.: It helps if the chair asks people to move/ second motions that are planned to come to the 
meeting, it cuts out time waiting for owners to move and second motions that have been 
previously circulated for viewing 

B.:  sorry that was Pre- arranged movers/seconders before the AGM 

D.W.: The only downside we experienced from our virtual AGM was the inability to get together 
socially afterwards. Once we can meet in a large group, we will have a “social” hour. 

C.:  Thank you. But what happens in the event of a situation that would require ballots? 

N.B.: We found that the version of Zoom that allowed proxy voting had problems with the hand 
raising technology.  This may have been a Zoom issue but it did complicate things.  

D. Plotkin: With mute power comes great responsibility 

D. Plotkin: Attendees are very engaged with the meeting, in my experience. Everyone is looking at 
the same document on screen, there are no side conversations, etc.  

CHA.: We also held a trial zoom meeting to get people acquainted with the platform.  Great 
Idea!! 

N.B.:  Most people available during the day? We haven't found that. 

E.L.:  Good issue to use the Zoom polling feature :) 

CHA.:  Valet Services???? 

G.: Our Bod suggested all our amenities be with a 6 day gap between uses...but that lends 
itself to who gets to use it and when that person can use it again.  Nothing has been done 
to address it really. 

CHA.:  share Valet protocols please :) 

J.W.: We have opened our indoor pool and small gym on a booking-only basis, for social 
groups only… working really well.  The lounge has not been opened. 

L.P.: we are investigating air quality and ventilation to be sure that is safe between users. 
Otherwise our cleaning people will get exposed 

D. Plotkin: It's a question of liability, risk and certainly resources. Not every condo has the staff on 
hand to deep clean after every use like a public gym might 

A.M.: We opened indoor pool. Requires booking. Legal limit is 60 … we limit to 3 to maintain 
social distancing. 

JC.W.: Where do you get more info on securedcondos.com as the site page only gives log in 
page and no info on the service. 

L.B.:  Go Raptors! 
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A.M.: we require our concierge to have booker reconfirm their screening form before opening 
door because the form is out of date by the time the appointment arrives. 

V.K.: TO JC: the service is provided by this company I believe 
https://www.3dsecurityservices.com/

N.B.: Rod, I know that it will be a few days before the recording of this webinar goes online, 
but is it possible to make the slides available immediately please?  This was a very useful 
session, with lots of info for all of us, and I'd like to get the info on the slides around to 
everyone as soon as possible.  Thanks very much. 

Y.D.:  Thanks from Collingwood, nice.  

CHA.:  Thank you all.  Stay well. 

L.B.:  Thank you all! 

G.: Thank so much everyone!! Great to have this back, very much appreciated!  Have a great 
week and weekend everyone.  Stay safe!!! 

V.K.:  Looking forward to the conference Denise. Thank you.  

N.B.: Hope to be able to spend some time at the conference, Denise. Thanks as always to 
everyone for their input and work. 

LES.:  Thank you very much. 

MEL.:  terrific, thanks for re-establishing these, I find them really helpful.   

A.M.:  thanks you 

E.L.: Shanah Tova to those who celebrate 

https://www.3dsecurityservices.com/

